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A B S T R A C T
Mobile traffic demand is expected to grow as much as eight-fold in the coming next five years, putting strain in current wireless infrastructures. Meanwhile thediversity of traffic and standards may explode as well. One of the most common means for matching these mounting requirements is through network densification,essentially increasing the density of deployment of operators' base stations in many small cells and handling timing critical traffic at the edge. In this paper wetake a step in that direction by implementing a virtualized small cell base station consisting of multiple, isolated LTE PHY stacks running concurrently on top of ahypervisor deployed on a cheap, off-the-shelf x86 server and a shared radio head. In particular, we show that it is possible to run multiple virtualized base stationswhile achieving throughput equal or close to the theoretical maximum. In contrast to C-RAN (Cloud/Centralized Radio Access Network), our virtualized small cellbase station has full stack at the edge so that a low latency high throughput front-haul, which is necessary in C-RAN architecture, is not needed. This approach bringsall the flexibility and configurability (from network management point of view) that a software based implementation provides while the transparent architectureenables the possibility of multiple standards sharing the same radio infrastructure.
1. Introduction
In the coming years, growth in mobile data traffic, fueled by thecontinued adoption of mobile devices and their use for downloadingvideo and other content, will continue to expand at a rapid pace, withreports claiming as much as an eight-fold increase over the course ofthe next five years [1]. In that same time period, 70% of the world'spopulation is forecast to use mobile devices. Along these lines, 5Gnetworks are supposed to cope with 1000 times higher data volume pergeographical area, 10100 times more connected devices and 10100times higher typical user data rate, among others [2].Such towering numbers will put significant strain on existing mobileinfrastructure. Network densification [3] is a well-recognized mean toincrease spectrum efficiency in cellular systems, and thus data trafficcapacity. The obvious way of densifying Radio Access Networks (RANs)is to deploy more radio access points per unit area. However, deployingsuch infrastructure represents a significant cost for network operators,rendering this approach less than attractive in practice. It is reported, forinstance, that today 50~ of radio sites yield less than 10~ of operators'revenue [4].In order to achieve a good degree of densification without com-promising cost efficiency, infrastructure sharing has become a pivotalstrategy guiding the design of next generation mobile networks. It isestimated that network sharing can make up for 20~ of operational costsin typical European operators, halving the infrastructure cost of passiveRAN components (which make up to 50~ of the total network cost) [5].
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However, efficiently and safely sharing such radio access pointsremains challenging. In this paper, we argue that the combinationof applying virtualization technologies (e.g., Xen, KVM [6,7]) to basestation software, along with the use of inexpensive radio front-ends(also called radio head) is a key enabler of network densification.Virtualization provides the strong isolation needed to safely runmultiple(virtualized) base stations belonging to different operators on sharedhardware, thus increasing the density of each of those operators' net-works and improving the efficiency of the deployed hardware throughstatistical multiplexing. Regarding radio front-ends, LTE modems basedon Software Defined Radio (SDR) [8,9] are gaining momentum as asolution to future dense deployments [10]; a remarkable example isFacebook's OpenCellular project [11].Towards this vision of network densification and infrastructuresharing, we provide a prototypical implementation of a high perfor-mance virtualized platform consisting of an off-the-shelf, inexpensivex86 server running the PHY layer of multiple virtualized LTE basestations (called eNodeBs or eNBs for short) instances along with acommon, shared radio head (called SRH hereafter). We focus on thePHY layer since this has been shown to be far the most computationallyexpensive part of an eNB, sometimes consuming up to 2/3 of theavailable CPU cyles [1214]. The sharing of Radio Head is achievedby manipulating IQ samples which implies transparent multitenancy.So, it would be possible for the LTE base station to be multiplexedover different technologies/standards. This manuscript is an extended
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Fig. 1. Virtualized base station overall architecture.
Table 1Sampling rate and bandwidth of different systems.Baseband sampling rate Channelbandwidth
Wi-Fi 20/40/80/160 Msps 20/40/80/ 160MHzBluetooth LowEnergy (4.0) 1 Msps 2 MHzGSM 270.883 Ksps 200 KHzIS-95 1.2288 Msps 1.25 MHzCDMA2000 3*1.2288 Msps 5 MHzWCDMA 3.84 Msps 5 MHzLTE standard 1.92/3.84/7.68/15.36/23.04/30.72 Msps 1.4/3/5/10/15/20 MHzsrsLTE 1.92/3.84/5.76/11.52/15.36/23.04 Msps 1.4/3/5/10/15/20 MHz
version of our preliminary work [15]. In greater detail, in this paper weshow that:
* Standard x86 hardware is capable of handling the LTE PHY stacksof multiple (independent) eNBs, properly multiplexing their accessto a common radio front-end;
* Inexpensive SDR equipment can satisfy the bandwidth require-ments needed by mobile device applications, including contentdelivery.
* The use of full-fledged virtualization (i.e., as opposed to contain-ers) does not degrade performance.
* The multiplexing/de-multiplexing of IQ samples, which tradition-ally is done in hardware (FPGA/ASIC), can be done in softwareand fulfill the performance requirements.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work presentingpromising results of multiple, virtualized LTE PHY layer stacks sharingcommodity SDR equipment. In particular, our results show that avirtualized eNB can yield throughput at the theoretical maximum ratein certain setups (virtual eNBs with 5 MHz bandwidth), and that up to4 virtualized eNBs can concurrently run on an inexpensive 4 core x86server without maxing out its CPU resources.
2. Design and implementation
The overall architecture of our virtual eNB environment is depictedin Fig. 1. Our system consists of three modules: eNB, mux, and radiofront-end.The first module, represented in the left-most part of Fig. 1, consistsof a set of virtual eNBs (VeNBs). Each VeNB, in turn, comprises the LTEeNB software itself, a virtualization environment, and a guest operatingsystem running on commodity x86 servers. Regarding software, weuse srsLTE [8], a highly modular open-source LTE library which is
relatively simple to modify and use. In addition, we choose KVM as ourvirtualization platform and use Linux guests to house the virtualizedbase station software.In the right-most part of the figure, we represent the actual radiofront-ends or shared radio heads. To this aim, we employ an USRP B210,commonly used for software defined radio [8]. This board provides
56 MHz of real-time bandwidth, a programmable Spartan6 FPGA, andfast SuperSpeed USB 3.0 for connectivity with the eNB software. Fortests purposes, we employ a set of additional USRP boards and serversdeploying the LTE UE software counterpart that allow us to connect toeach of the virtual eNBs.In between, we implement and deploy a mechanism to multiplexsignals from the multiple virtual base stations onto the SRH for trans-mission (Tx) as well as the ability to split the incoming signal back tothe corresponding eNBs, i.e. reception (Rx). To this end, we implementa frequency multiplexing IQ switch that receives IQ samples (digitizedradio signals) from the VeNBs and shifts those to different frequencylocations in a wider bandwidth. The merged signal, which has highersampling rate and wider bandwidth than those of the individual VeNBs,is sent to the SRH. To avoid overlapping or interference between theVeNBs, we use a DUC (Digital Up Converter) composed of an upsamplingfilter and a frequency shifting module.In order to comply with the Nyquist theorem and achieve efficientcomputation, we set the sampling rate of the final signal as follows. First,we calculate the least common multiplier from the baseband samplingrate of the different VeNBs (e.g., 30 if three VeNBs have sampling rate
3 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz). Then, we take increasing multiples of thismultiplier until the result is higher than the sum of the VeNBs' samplingrate (in the example, the total is 3 + 5 + 10 = 18, so we would set thefinal signal's sampling rate to 30 MHz). Finally, it is worth pointing outthat the IQ switch/demux is implemented using GNU Radio [16] (seeFig. 2).The main challenges of IQ switch implementation are high computa-tional intensity and flexible control of each signal path. High computa-tional intensity comes from the fact that merged signal has the highestsampling rate in the whole system, which means IQ switch moduleneeds to process multiple times number of samples compared witheach signal path. Flexible control is required in real world deploymentconsidering each operator/base station may need different bandwidthand center frequency according to government or operator's frequencyplan. In the domain of digital signal processing, a wide design space hasbeen explored to converge to our current IQ switch solution. Polyphaseand FFT based channelizer is explored at first, but they only achievea small aggregated bandwidth (also seen in [17]). The reason is thatpolyphase and FFT based channelizer's high computation efficiencyrelies on special conditions: baseband sampling rate and channel spac-ing/bandwidth are equal or has integer times relationship which istrue for system like Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Low Energy but not true formost of mobile communication system (LTE in our case). Table 1 shows
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup to validate our IQ switch design.
Table 2SNR threshold to achieve 1~ BLER.LTE MCS index 0 5 10 15 20 25 28
Withoutadjacent channelinterference
4.4 dB 8 dB 9 dB 13.5 dB 17 dB 22 dB 28.6 dB
With adjacentchannelinterference
8 dB 10 dB 11.3 dB 13.5 dB 17.8 dB 24.7 dB 29.5 dB
this phenomenon. Complicated resampler (in time domain or frequencydomain involving different size of FFT) has to be used together withfractional relationship between sampling rate and channel bandwidth,and this extra complication finally results in only a small aggregatedbandwidth according to our profiling. Polyphase Channelizer also haslimitation on central frequency of each channel, which leads to lessflexibility regarding fine tuning central frequency of each base station.After exploring many design options, such as FFT Filter and PolyphaseChannelizer in GNU Radio, our final design (see Fig. 2), acceleratedby VOLK (Vector Optimized Library of Kernels) [18], achieves goodcomputational efficiency (much bigger aggregated bandwidth comparedto [17]) and flexible control of each signal path: both bandwidth (viacoefficients of Interpolating FIR Filter) and central frequency (via phaseincrement of Rotator).In summary, the workflow is as follows. Each VeNB runs srsLTE in aLinux VM and output the IQ samples over a TCP socket. From there,the samples arrive at the GNU radio IQ switch where their TCP/IPheaders are stripped in the TCP Source block. After that, upsamplingand frequency shifting are done in the Interpolating FIR (Finite ImpulseResponse) Filter and Rotator blocks, respectively, and the signals fromall the VeNBs are merged in the Sum block. Next, the signals are sentto the SRH via the USRP Sink block which communicates with the UHDdriver and, eventually, with the SRH (a USRP B210 radio in our case)over USB3. Note that due to space constraints we do not show a diagramfor the demux (i.e., for receiving IQ samples from the SRH going to theeNBs).
3. Validation and evaluation
In this section we first validate the design approach taken in thedesign of our IQ switch, and then we provide a thorough performanceevaluation of our virtualized multi-VeNB platform.
3.1. IQ switch validation
Our first set of experiments is aimed at validating our IQ switchimplementation. The experimental setup, illustrated in Fig. 2, consistsof two sources of IQ samples emulating two VeNBs using a commonUSRP radio front-end. Each VeNB is configured with 5 MHz of channel
Fig. 3. Frequency response of our FIR design.
Fig. 4. Performance of two IQ generators multiplexed by our IQ switch design.
width. The parameter of our FIR is decided according to the specificproperties of the LTE signals to handle. In case of 5 MHz VeNBs, eachIQ flow is comprised of 300 subcarriers with subcarrier spacing 15 kHz.That means that the effective bandwidth occupied by these subcarriersis 4.5 MHz. In other words, LTE already provides a guard band whichallows us to use a more relaxed FIR design. Based on this information,we design a FIR with cutoff frequency equal to 5 MHz and transitionwidth equal to 1 MHz. This causes about 50 dB attenuation betweenadjacent 4.5 MHz effective LTE bandwidth by using 55 coefficients. Thefrequency response of the FIR is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup showing the virtualized base station and UE (user equipment)each consisting of an x86 server connected to a USRP B210 via a USB3 interface.
In turn, the actual spectrum of our two 5 MHz VeNBs before beingsent to the USRP radio front-end is shown in Fig. 4. According to thefigure, the interference level to adjacent channel is about 60 dB lowerthan the signal in that channel. This is a very good isolation at thetransmitter side, since it causes negligible signal to interference andnoise ratio (SINR) degradation. Note that we validate this in our nextexperiments, where RF hardware non-ideal effects are also involved.Finally, we validate the performance of our IQ switch for differentLTE modulation and coding schemes (MCSs). Specifically, Table 2reports experimental data taken in our validation setup that showsthe SNR threshold required to achieve 1~ Block Error Rate (BLER)a threshold that indicates a noticeable performance drop. We performthe same experiment for two cases: (i) with a single TX chain, i.e. noadjacent channel interference (only additive white Gaussian noise),and (ii) both TX chains, i.e. with AWGN noise and adjacent channelinterference. Although the adjacent channel interference is guaranteedsmall by filter design, the colorized interference (higher at one edge ofchannel than the other edge of channel) could bring out extra effects outof white noise, being also necessary to evaluate sensitivity degradationunder this situation. The results, meanwhile, show that the sensitivitydegradation is minimal. It is important to note that this evaluation iscarried out on end-to-end test via real USRP RF hardware, validating inthis way the design approach taken.
3.2. End-to-end performance evaluation
In the sequel, we are interested in (i) assessing whether current, off-the-shelf x86 hardware is able to concurrently host multiple (software-based) base stations with high throughput, and (ii) whether virtualiza-tion, which is a requirement to keep isolation among VeNBs, resultsin significant overhead. We carry out all our experiments on a pairof servers with an Intel Xeon E5-1620 v2 3.7 GHz CPU (4 cores) and16GB of RAM (Linux 4.4.1, QEMU 2.1.2) connected over USB3 to aUSRP B210 acting as a shared radio head (see Fig. 5). To guaranteemore deterministic results, we disable hyper-threading, turbo boost, andall power saving features. Further, we limit the amount of cores thatan eNB can use to one. That is, for baremetal (i.e., non-virtualized),we pin the eNB process to a single core and, for each VeNB, we pinthe entire QEMU process to a core, including the main QEMU thread,the QEMU I/O threads and the VM's vCPU thread. In terms of wirelesschannel bandwidth for the eNBs, we consider 5 and 10 MHz, a commonconfiguration in femto and small-cell deployments [19], and use theunlicensed 2.4 GHz band as frequency carrier. In addition, we ensurethat our experiments are properly isolated from external interferingtransmitters using the same band (e.g., WiFi networks) by connectingthe USRPs directly using SMA cables. To guarantee further accuracy ofthe results, each represented value is obtained by doing an average over25 individual runs. That is, besides multiple measurements for the samevalue (e.g. throughput at 5 MHz, MCS 28), between sequential measuresthe software components being evaluated are restarted.
3.2.1. Single eNB/VeNB throughputWe begin the evaluation by measuring Tx/downlink throughput(i.e., from the base station to the UE) when running a single eNB, labeledas baremetal or ``BM''), and then assess the overhead from virtualizationwhen using a single VeNB. In both cases, we use a wide range ofModulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs), and carry out experiments for
Fig. 6. Throughput for a single baremetal eNB and for a single virtualized eNB for the
5 MHz and 10 MHz channels, different CPU frequencies and different MCSs.
the 5 MHz and 10 MHz channels as previously mentioned. In addition,we downclock the CPU's frequency to determine at which value the basestation can no longer match the theoretical maximum throughput.The results are plotted in Fig. 6 (for convenience, we plot a linedepicting the theoretical maximum throughput for each MCS). In the
5 MHz case (Fig. 6), all setups, both virtualized (VeNB) and non-virtualized (BM), are able to yield the theoretical maximum throughputfor all MCSs (up to a maximum of 18 Mb/s) even when the CPUfrequency is scaled down. The only exception is for the VeNB whenrunnion on a CPU at 1.2 GHz, which experiences a slight drop for MCSshigher than 22.The 10 MHz case, shown in Fig. 6, shows that most setups can stillreach the theoretical max of up to 37Mb/s, except in the case where theCPU is running at 1.2 GHz for both the eNB and the VeNB, and at 2 GHfor the VeNB.Finally, a remarkable observation is the fact that virtualization(VeNB) does not have a noticeable overhead over its baremetal coun-terpart in both cases (5 and 10 MHz).
3.2.2. Single eNB/VeNB CPU utilizationNext, we use the top tool to evaluate CPU utilization when running asingle eNB and a single VeNB. 7 shows the CPU usage of both baremetaland VeNB cases, operating at 5 MHz over different CPU frequencies.Importantly, this result justifies the fact that a CPU frequency of 1.2 GHzcould not reach the maximum theoretical throughput in the previousexperiment: the CPU is maxed out.With 10 MHz bandwidth (7), the experimental results provide thesame explanation for the throughput drop shown in Fig. 6: a CPUfrequency of 1.2 GHz is overly low for the eNB (and subsequentlyfor VeNBs too) to achieve the theoretical maximum since the CPU isfully utilized (as is the case in the VeNB at 2 GHz and higher MCSvalues). Still, for common CPU frequencies, we are more than able tohost a single VeNB instance. In Section 3.2.4, we evaluate multipleconcurrent VeNBs. Prior to this, we show next an evaluation of thedecoding process, typically a more costly procedure.
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Fig. 7. Single-core CPU utilization when running a single eNB and a single VeNB on the
5 MHz and 10 MHz channels for different CPU frequencies and MCSs.
Worth noticing, on both figures, the VeNB saturates the CPU atvisibly less than 100% while in baremetal, the utilization nears 100%.This is due to the fact that the represented VeNB lines reflect CPUutilization of the QEMU vCPU thread which shares the core with theremaining QEMU threads. Since those also need CPU time, the VeNBvCPU utilization cannot ever reach 100% of the physical CPU usage.Measuring only the vCPU thread has the intention of showing theactual CPU utilization of the VeNB instead of evaluating QEMU and itsadditional threads.In the following, we assess the CPU consumption of independentcomponents within the eNB software (srsLTE). Our results are summa-rized in Fig. 8 for different MCSs. In the figures, we represent with barsthe most representative consumers (functions) of CPU and aggregatethe remaining in a meta function labeled as ``others''. In particular, it isworth highlighting how bit interleaving gains weight as the modulationlevel grows, consuming up to 60~ of the overall CPU usage with thelargest MCS compared to a (roughly) 12~ consumption with MCS equalto 1.Another important point to observe is the cost of communication,that is, the time spent transferring samples between a VeNB and theIQ switch and thus representing an overhead of using virtualizationinstead of a baremetal deployment. It is observable that the cost ofcommunication even at MCS 1 (where the relative amount of time spenton communication is higher) does not exceed around 3.6% and, at MCS28 where the CPU is under heavier usage, the relative cost drops toaround 1.4%. This indicates that communication (as an overhead ofvirtualization) is not a bottleneck and, in fact, is a minor contributorto CPU load increase when compared with other operations.
3.2.3. PHY receivingSo far we have focused on the eNB downlink scenario (i.e., signaltransmission). However, since receiving is one of the most
Fig. 8. CPU profiling of individual components of srsLTE when using 5 MHz.
computationally expensive operations of an LTE stack of an eNB(i.e. uplink), we also need to prove that it is feasible for our commodityserver to perform this operation, both for the baremetal eNB and theVeNB.Evaluating the PHY receiving cost by setting up UE to eNB link isnon-trivial since it implies the use of L2 and above protocols (MAC,PDCP, etc.) and requires the eNB to provide UL grants to the UE on aseparate channel (also a non-trivial process which requires schedulingdecisions). This effectively means that we would not only be measuringthe PHY receiving capabilities of the eNB but also other signaling andprotocol overhead.Since our goal in this section is simply to evaluate the computationalexpense of PHY receiving, we resort to evaluating the PHY receivingcapabilities of the UE. This procedure is on the same order of complexitythan the process of eNB receiving  in fact, it is roughly the same processwith the exception of one less FFT computation  thus allowing to assessthe viability of eNB receiving LTE signal on software. Fig. 9 depicts ourexperimental evaluation on both 5 MHz and 10 MHz channels. The caseof 5 MHz is similar to the transmission experiment performed earlierwith CPU starvation issues when the CPU runs at 1.2 GHz.In the 10 MHz case, the graph shows that we can correctly processsignals at 10 MHz for all CPU frequencies and MCSs when usingbaremetal (eNB). The exception is at 1.2 GHz, which shows a spike whenthe MCS index is 15: at this point the CPU is out of cycles; subsequentlyany higher MCS shows lower CPU utilization because the system drops
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Fig. 9. Single-core CPU utilization for the PHY receiving process using a 10 MHzbandwidth with different MCSs and CPU frequencies.
Fig. 10. Multi-core CPU utilization for multiple VeNBs running concurrently and differentIQ switch configurations.
samples and thus it does not consume cycles for decoding. In thevirtualized case, we see a substantial difference in CPU consumptionwith respect to baremetal simply because, as stated before, the QEMUthreads are scheduled on the same core. That is, under load, the vCPUutilization will not reach 100% of the core usage because the remainingthreads also need to be executed on the same core (and under load alsorequire CPU time to execute their tasks). Aside from that phenomenon,the behavior is similar to baremetal decoding: there is a spike in usagefrom which CPU utilization drops because samples are dropped and notdecoded. As opposed to baremetal, the values shows that virtualizedPHY receiving is only viable at 3.7 GHz.Another thing to note is that the lines for the virtualized case at1.2 and 2.0 GHz are only included for completeness: with the CPUcompletely starved, there are so many samples dropped that the lines
Fig. 11. Memory consumption of multiple VeNBs.
are not representative of a genuine decoding effort, rather additionalcomputations.
3.2.4. Multiple VeNBsFinally, wemeasure the CPU utilization and network throughput per-formance for the whole system: including the IQ switch and concurrentvirtualized base stations (VeNBs) at both 5 and 10 MHz channel widths.We evaluate up to 4 concurrent VeNBs, to match the 4 CPU cores wehave in our testbed. The represented IQ switch values correspond to abaseline computational effort to merge N signals at a given samplingrate and is evaluated independently of the concurrent VeNBs.The results in Fig. 10 evidence the feasibility of running multipleeNBs on the same physical infrastructure. Note that, on our 4-coremachine we can run up to 4  5 MHz eNBs as well as 2  10 MHzwithout exhausting our CPU resources. In all, this shows the feasibilityof running multiple, virtualized base stations over shared, inexpensivecommodity hardware.We now evaluate the memory requirements of the VeNB softwarein comparison to its guest OS (Debian) for different number of VeNBs.The experiment consists of a downlink scenario with 1 to 3 VeNBswith different MCSs and bandwidth configurations. A first conclusiondrawn out of our experiment is that memory consumption is practicallyindependent of the MCS and bandwidth configuration. Due to this, werepresent in Fig. 11 the memory utilization of a scenario with 5 MHzand MCS equal to 28. It is shown that memory usage grows linearly withthe number of virtualized eNBs. This is explained by the fact that eachsrsLTE instance is independent (running on its own VM) and therefore,no libraries are shared between instances. In addition, the behavior ofthe Linux dynamic loader is to load all required libraries (e.g. VOLK,libboost) making the amount of memory required by srsLTE externallibraries independent on the MCS/bandwidth.
4. Use case: Operator infrastructure sharing
The previous evaluation section proves the concept of the archi-tecture successfully. Based on the successful evaluation, we foresee anobvious use case: Operator/technology independent infrastructure.For that, and considering the results of our evaluation, a generalizedinfrastructure architecture is proposed in Fig. 12. The architectureis designed to be operator and technology agnostic. It can also beused for one operator to host multiple virtual operators (MVNOs). Thebenefit of technology independency is derived from the fact that multi-stream data manipulation is performed at IQ sample level, which isindependent from specific standard/technology. In this architecture, theIQ sample multiplexing/de-multiplexing is called IQ switch, because itwill connect multiple Shared Radio Heads (SRH) and virtual machines(VM). Likewise, multiple radio heads are connected to the server, andare shared among virtual machines via IQ switch.
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Fig. 12. Generalized architecture adopting infrastructure and spectrum management.
To fit the dynamic/diverse services/operators requirements of thisscenario, two management modules are needed: virtual machine man-ager and radio manager. Through the virtual machine manager, differ-ent operators could deploy their own base station software via virtualmachine images. Different base stations could use the same protocolstacks or different technologies, allowing for example, the coexistenceof LTE with UMTS-only basestations (or any other technology). Theradio manager configures the IQ switch according to each virtual ma-chine's requirement: bandwidth, central frequency, number of antennas,latency, etc. Performing in a similar manner to a network switch, the IQswitch is also supposed to forward IQ samples among different portsdynamically under the control of radio manager, which could fit intothe Software Defined Network (SDN) concept. Cooperating with virtualmachine manager, a highly dynamically and configurable infrastructurewould be made possible.With this type of infrastructure deployed and managed (which couldbe done by an independent third party rather than one of the operatorsusing the infrastructure), operators can deploy or retract their own basestation (using any desired protocol stack) easily. More importantly,the configuration of the operator's network can be adjusted dynami-cally according to the operator's plan or customer situation changing(i.e. adjusting resources available dynamically). All the operations areperformed in software domain  virtual machine image deploying,but operator still has control of full stack  from physical layer tonetwork layer. This approach gives operator a full base station (fromthe functionality point of view) as if there was a real physical basestation available but without the need to operate and maintain its ownhardware and dedicated site.
5. Related work
Virtualization of resources in radio access networks is not new,althoughmost of the work focuses on spectrum efficiency. FlexRadio, forinstance, focuses on enabling sharing of RF resources through efficientallocation by unifying MIMO, full-duplex and interference alignmenttechniques [20]. SplitAP [21] ``virtualizes'' the network by providingair-time guarantees to clients sharing an access point.C-RAN is a cloud based centralized RAN architecture which iscomposed by a BBU (Baseband Unit) pool located at a datacenter andmultiple RRUs (Remote Radio Head) located in coverage area (cell).Virtualization is natural in the cloud, however, a very low latency andhigh throughput front-haul is needed between BBU and RRU to meetcritical service/technology requirements. C-RAN is usually deployed bya single operator to get the benefits of one virtual ``super base station'':
inter-cell coordination; dynamic resource (computation power, spec-trum) allocation among multiple cells. On the contrary, our virtualizedsmall cell architecture does not require a high quality front-haul becausethe Radio Head is bundled together with digital unit of base station inthe small cell area. Also different from one ``super base station'' for asingle operator, our small cell architecture allows multiple operators todeploy their own full stack base station at the edge in the same sharedinfrastructure.Closer to the topic of this paper, a recent survey [22] mentions thepossibility of using a hypervisor to virtualize an LTE base station. Thework in [23] also suggests using hypervisors to virtualize eNBs, butfocuses instead on algorithms to schedule the air interface [23]. Perhapsthe closest work to ours is Virtual Wifi [24], which, as the name suggests,uses KVM to virtualize a WiFi access point as opposed to an LTE basestation. The work also only uses a single VM/virtualized access pointand reports much higher delay overheads from virtualization (up to 35%more).A number of research papers have looked into running wirelessprocessing on different kinds of inexpensive hardware. For example,Atomix [25] introduces a modular framework for building applica-tions on wireless infrastructure with high performance by leveragingmulti-processor DSPs. Further, Sora [26] provides a high performancesoftware radio using a custom radio control board and implementsan 802.11a/b/g WiFi transceiver. Ziria [27] extends this work bypresenting a novel programming model that makes it easier to programthe Sora platform [27].Finally, there are a number of modular, software frameworks forrunning wireless applications on commodity x86 hardware. Perhapsthe most widely used one is GNU Radio, which can be used withexternal hardware to create software-defined radios or without it assimulation [16]. A number of other platforms target LTE, includingOpenAirInterface [9], OpenLTE [28] and srsLTE [8]. In this work wesettled on the latter since OpenLTE is incomplete and many featuresare still under development and OpenAirInterface's code is complex andhard to split each LTE layer processing for rapid, early evaluation andprototyping. We further used GNU radio to implement our mux/demux.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this work we introduced a working proof-of-concept system ableto run concurrently multiple, virtualized LTE PHY stacks over shared, in-expensive commodity hardware with network throughput performanceequal or close to the theoretical maximum. We have also shown that it ispossible to use an IQ switch software module and a single shared radiohead to multiplex the signals from the base stations. To the best of ourknowledge there is not a large body of work on end-to-end base stationvirtualization sharing common infrastructure (including the radio front-end).There are important points to work out in our future work. Oneimportant drawback is the fact that our testbed is not comprised yetof a fully functional virtualized LTE base station. As we explained inour paper, we evaluate a PHY-only eNB instead which is the mostcomputationally expensive part, and its performance evaluation showsthat the CPU is able to cope with multiple concurrent base stations. Inaddition, we do not yet know where the major performance bottlenecksin our system are, nor have we compared our system to other basestation software such as OpenAirInterface. Note, moreover, that if theprice, power consumption or physical size of our solution were too large,operators might be reluctant to deploy it. In future work we are lookingat the possibility of instantiating virtual base station instances on thefly, when needed, in order to bring down power usage. We are alsolooking at using single-board computers (e.g., an Intel NUC) instead ofthe full-fledged x86 server we used in this work.Regarding the IQ switch software module, as an improvement tofrequency multiplexing, we would need to investigate time multiplexingand statistical multiplexing approaches to improve spectrum efficiency.
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To extend its performance supporting more radio heads and base sta-tions for generalized infrastructure, multi-threading parallel processingarchitecture needs to be investigated to utilize modern many-core CPUplatform.
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